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Question 1: 

I think the most significant thing I’ve learned is the importance of iteration. I was consistently 

surprised at how many times projects I was doing failed. I was always in the Fab Lab much 

longer than I expected to be because something always went wrong. I learned how important 

this failure is to the making process. My projects always improved due to the failures. I was also 

surprised by what projects I liked the most. I enjoyed the hands-on projects like the soft circuit 

assignment the most. I would have expected to enjoy the more electronic projects like the 

Arduino more.  

Question 2: 

I made an entire Settlers of Catan game. This included all the game pieces such as the resource 

tiles, border, settlements, cities, roads, building cards, ports, number tokens, and box for the 

game. One of the greatest challenges I faced was how long and inconsistent the 3D printing 

was. I underestimated how long all the 3D printing would take, so I don’t quite have all the 

pieces done at the time of this report, but I do have most of everything done. Another 

challenge I faced was the press fit box. I was surprised at how poorly the box stayed together 

on its own. I had to use lots of wood glue and tape to keep it all together. Below are some 

pictures of various parts of the game including their design, their production, and the painting.  

 

 

  



 

  



Question 3: 

Learning Goal 1: In previous assignments, I feel like I’ve mostly done the minimum 

requirements to complete the assignment and finish quickly. I would accept that something 

wasn’t going how I wanted it to and not really try to fix it or improve upon it. For this project, I 

want to push myself to go above and beyond and really commit a lot of time to this.  

I definitely met this goal. All together, I spent 31 hours on this assignment averaging nearly 2 

hours a day over the course of the assignment and 3 hours per day on the days I worked on the 

assignment. I wasn’t able to work on this project everyday due to my being out of town for four 

days. I also believe I went above and beyond. I spent a lot of time on each different aspect of 

the game and put a lot of effort into each one. There were many occasions where I designed 

different options, tested out different prototypes, and iterated. I’m also very satisfied and 

proud of nearly every aspect of my project (all except for the box.) Most importantly, I had a lot 

of fun doing this project.  

Learning Goal 2: I’d like to become more comfortable with 3D printing. I think I was the least 

satisfied with my 3D printing assignment this semester, so I’d like to get more experience with 

it and learn new methods for it such as the acetone smoothing.  

I have become very comfortable with 3D printing. I spent many hours in the Makerlab at BIF 

and using the 3D printers at the Fab Lab. I became comfortable enough that I didn’t require any 

assistance and was even able to change the filament on the printer on my own. I tried printing 

the resource tiles at Makerlab first, but, after the ore piece failed four times, I began printing all 

the resource tiles at the Fab Lab and everything else at BIF. Also, I was not able do the acetone 

smoothing like I initially wanted to. I tried using some acetone scratch remover to smooth, but 

that had little to no effect. However, I did learn about the advantages and disadvantages of ABS 

compared to PLA and I did get a lot of practice with tearing off supports to prints. All in all, I’d 

say I learned a lot about 3D printing and became very comfortable with the process.  

Learning Goal 3: I want to challenge myself with the painting of the resource tiles. I don’t 

consider myself to be very skilled when it comes to drawing or painting, so I’d like to improve 

on that by painting in this project. 

I had a lot of fun painting and am very happy with how all the pieces look painted. It was 

incredible how much better the tiles looked once they were painted. After being recommended 

it by many people, I tried using nail polish for painting, but that proved ineffective. Instead, I 

used acrylic paint. The acrylic paint took many coats to look good with certain colors, but it was 

still much better than the nail polish. One of my more artistically inclined friends helped me get 

the hang of things with the painting at the beginning, so that helped a lot.  

 

 



Question 4: 

I definitely consider myself a maker now, especially after this project. I think getting to make 

something I’ve always wanted to and enjoyed making has changed my outlook on making a 

little bit. Making something you want rather than making something you need is a different 

kind of making. I think the former better characterizes what it means to be a maker. You’re 

more inclined to iterate and make it as special as possible because it will mean something to 

you when it’s done. I am definitely going to continue and finish this project after this semester 

because I want to. After that, I can see myself continuing to come to the Fab Lab to work on 

other projects. This project put that drive in me to make because it was a passion project more 

than anything. That motivation for making because you can and want to and will be proud of 

the end product is how the idea of making has changed for me since the beginning of the 

semester. I understand why makers make better now that I’ve had this experience.  

 

 


